
CHAPTER -4 

The Concept of Silnya or Zero 

It is stated by L. Hogben that the intention of siil:zya of 'Zero' liberated the human 

intellect from the prison bows of the counting frame. The invention of Zero is an 

·wonderful thing in ancient Mathematical literature. Though there is the diversity of 

opinion regarding the date and time of the invention of '0' and agency of such 

invention, it is an established fact th~~· the ancient thinkers were completely aware of its 

usages. Professor Hallsted said - "The importance of the creation of the zero mark can 

never be exaggerated. This giving to airy nothipg, not merely a local habitation and a 
, I 

name a picture, a symbol, but helpful power is the characteristic· of the Hindu race 

whence it sprang". 

All the Western thinkers have agreed that the Indian thinkers had used it since a long 

time. In the fourth century RC. Kautilya had used the term si11;1ya in his Arthasastra. 

The term like sii!Jya-nivesana, sii~Jya-sthlina etc. are found in use in his book. The 

Indian Mathematicians had been using the term sii~Jya in order to convince the 

'unknown number' (ajiilitarlisi). 

Moreover, the use of sii~Jya is found in the literary pieces like Vlisavadattli of Subandhu, 

Klidambari of Ba!labhatta and in the Najsadhacarita of Sriharsa etc. 

Brahmagupta in his writing yalled Brahmasphu.tasiddhlinta has given a clarified view 

on si11;1ya. It is stated by Aryabhatta that, if zero is conjoined with some number, the 

value of the number remains unchanged. This is also true in the case of subtraction. If 

some number multiplies zero, the result will be zero. It is said by Brahmagtipta -

"Dhanayordhanammammayoranantaram samakai kham/f?.lJamaikyam ca dhanamr!Ja -

dhanasil!Jyayoh sii~Jyayoh Sii~Jyam/1" That is, the positive numbers if added with another 
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positive numbers, the result would be positive. If otherwise, it would be negative. If 

zero is added to a positive number, the- number will remain same or unchanged. If zero 

were added to a negative number, the result would be unchanged equally. If two zeros 

are added the result will be of zero. If this theory is explained in terms of modern 

mathematical idioms, it would be as follows : 

a-a= 0; a+ a= a; -a+- 0 =-a; 0+0=0 

In the case of multiplication there are some rules. If zero is multiplied with a positive 

number the result will be zero. If a negative number multiplies it then also the result is 

zero. If zero is multiplied by zero, i.t is also zero (a x 0 = o; - a x 0 = 0; 0 x 0 = 0). 

Tl;le original sutra runs as follows "SilYJ.yanayoh rdhanayoh rsuY)yayoh vii vadhah 

suf)yam." 

Brahmagupta has laid some principles also. If zero is divided by zero, the result will be, 

zero. If zero divides a positive or negative number, the result will be zero: The original 

sloka runs as follows 

"Dhanabhaktam dhanammahrtammam 
dhanam bhavati kham khabhaktam kham/ 

bhaktammena dhanammum dhanena 
hrtammammam bhavatil /" 

Acharya Bhaskara thinks that if a number is divided by zero the value of the number 

will remain the same, which is technically called kha-hara, i.e. a/0 = kha-hara. If some 

number is added to zero, the result remains unchanged as admitted by Bhaskara also. 
i 

We had hinted to great Indian theory in this context. He said that the origination and 

destruction of innumerable individual beings are occurring in god having infinite power 

of omnipotent. With this origination and destruction of innumerable beings the 

Omnipotent god is not affected. In other words, with this he remains unchanged. From 

this it is known that, if something is added or subtracted to the Almighty, He remains 

unchanged. It can be understood with the help of the metaphor of ocean, which is also 

unbound. If water of a jar is poured on the ocean, it remains unchanged, only because 

ocean is unbound and unmeasured, which is described by the Upani$adic seers as 
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'Piiri'Ja' or 'full'. If something is full or piirf)a, it is not possible to affect its holistic 

character. It is said in the Upani1?~td "Oum piirnamadafz piin:zamidam piin:zat 

piirrzamudacyate/Piin:zasya piirrzamadaya piirrzamevavali,syate." (BrhadarafJyaka 

llpanisad Shantimantra). That is, something is added to Piirna or subtracted from • J . 

Piirl'}a, it remains as Piirl'}a. Even if Pfirl'}a is taken away from Piirl'}a, the PiirfJa entity 

remains unchanged or Piirl'}a. It can be symbolically represented as follows: 

PiirfJa + a = Piirl'}a; PiirYJa - a = PurJa; PiirYJa - PiirYJa = PiirYJa. 

From the above it can be said that almighty or omniscient or omnipotent being is PiirYJa 

and hence all limited objects either added or subtracted to Him cannot affect Him at all. 

Moreover, can we ree~.lly know the definite character of such PilrYJa entity? The entity, 

which is capable of being perceived or visualized, can be described. Something which is 

not capable of being seen or known and which has no colour, shape, size etc. can never 

be described, because it is not possible to get. it's holistic character. If at all He is 

described, it either partial nature or a human being's imagination which has no reality at 

all. In this sense He -may be described as siiY]ya, because no description is adequate to 

catch hold of His real nature. That is why, the Buddhists argued that is true in any case 

of Reality, which is linguistically indescribable and hence each and every real object is 

empty or siiYJya. The Buddhists admit that each and every entity is relative and hence it 

is empty having no particular character of its own. 

For the sake of attaining the state of abiding in the illimitable the Buddhists admonish 

that each and every person should realize the essenceless character of objects, it is 

which is technically called SiiYJya. When the knowledge of silver occurs in the place of a 

sea shell, it is sublated by the subsequent knowledge and what is revealed to us is that 

the silver was not at there. In a like manner, the awareness that no real silver etc. are 

met with the states of waking and dreaming counters the knowledge of silver etc. Had 

there been a piece of real silver, there would hav~ been the true kn~wledge of the action 

of seen, the substratum of the illusory silver i.e., the shell referred to by the term 'this' 
I 

(idam), the superimposed property i.e., silvemess and the relation of inherence between 
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silverness and shell ness. 1 Actually it is not taken as true. ror, if the illusory silver were 

present, all these would have been real. All of us are of the opinion that the perception 

of silver of a seashell is illusory. It cannot be said that these things are partially real and 

partially unreal, because it is unthinkable to assume an object, which is real as well as 

unreal. In the case of the superimposed objects, locus of superimposition, their relation, 

action of seeing and viewer, if one is countered, others will also be the same. In other 

words, the knower, the object known and knowledge are mutually dependent. The 

reality of one object is dependent on the other. If one is considered to be illusory, others 

would also be similarly fated,2 just the fatherhood of a man is false if it is proved that 

the case of his having children is f~lse. The object, which is real, must be independent 

and should not depend on others for. its origination and existence. But actually each and 

every object is found to be dependent on others and hence it is not real. 
.' ' ~· 

The Buddhist believes in the theory of momentariness on account of which they do not, 

accept the permanent character of an object. Such impermanent character also exists in 

the feeling · of pleasure~ universal etc. This amounts to the acceptance of 

Sarvasu~Jyavada. An object is known in four ways: 

a) as existent; 
b) as non-existent; 
c) as both existent and non-existent; and 
d) as different from existent and non-existent (sadasadbhinna). 

The object, which is free from this four-fold ways of description, is called Su~Jya.3 This 

may be illustrated in the following way. If 'existence' (satta) becomes the essence of an 

object, the function of the instrumental causes (Karakavyapara) for its manifestation 

would become useless. If the 'non-existence' (asatta) an accepted as the nature of 

objects like jar etc., the effort to produce it is useless due to its non-existent character. 

There cannot be the cause of the existent objects like space etc. While it is impossible to 

look for a cause of the non-existent objects like sky-flower etc. As the 'existence' is 

diametrically opposite to 'non-existence', there can be an object bearing both existence 

.and non-existence character like sky-flower etc. As the 'existence' is diametrically 
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opposite to 'non-existence', there cannot be an object bearing both existence and non

existence, and also an object devoid of both existence and non-existence.4 

Si11')yatli or voidness is the nature for ·this indeteqninable, indescribable nature ofthings. 

Things appear to exist, but our intellect fails to draw out a real nature of their existence 

. if we try to understand them. That is why, it is accepted that the apparent phenomenal 

world is perceived by us. Behind this phenomenal world there is a reality, which is not 

capable of being described. 

It has been said in the Lanklivatarasutra that the nature of objects conceived with the 

help of intellect is indeterminable. Tqat is why, the objects are stated to be indescribable 

due to not having any essence. When it is said 'This is that object', it is only for verbal 

communication. But when an effort is made to conceive the object, it will be seen as 

lacking any essence. Just as an object seen in the dream is nothing but the work of 

imagination, the object seen in the waking state is also imaginary due to its relation with 

our ignorance.5 This point is highlighted with the help ·of a metaphor. Just as a female 

body is imagined as a combination of flesh and bone, locus of desire and enjoyable 

edible object by a saint, amorous person and a dog respectively, an object also is 

similarly imagined in various predisposition and attitude.6 

If the very nature of an object is imagined, there is no reality of it. Such an object is 

properly to be called indescribable as it dependent on other things. Nagarjuna describes 

this fact about dependent origination as Si11Jya. In other words, it is the Dharma of a 

thing that it depends on other things for its origination. Dharma does not exist there if it 

is not Su1;1ya. An object is surzya, which meaps an. ~bje~t has ,.got conditional and 

changable character, which ultimately suggests its indescribability.7 

. ' 
If an object is always dependent on other conditions, it is called conditional on account 

of which an object is impossible to be described as either sat, or asat etc. For this reason 

it follows that each and every thing exists in relation to others and hence it is relative. 
, i 

So, the theory called Surzyavlida may be described as the theory of relativity. No 
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phenomenal object or experience is absolute; or independent and hence, it is not 

absolutely or unconditionally true. 

The Buddhist formulated the theory of impermanence, dependent origination etc. to be 

applied to the phenomenal world which enjoys only an apparent reality 

(samw:tisatyata). Apart from this there is a world where these theories do not apply. 

That world which is unconditional, unchanging, non-relative has got absolute reality 

(paramarthasatyata). Each and every teaching of Buddha is to be understood in two 

ways : first through the light of phenomenal reality and sec~ndly through that of 

absolute reality. 8 

It should be clearly borne in mind that the truth at the phenomenal level points to the 

attainment of the truth at the absolute level. An individual, after pondering over the 

impermanent and dependent nature of a thing, can transcend this world and attain the 
i 

world of Nirva11a. The transcendent world may be described as possessing the 

characteristics opposite of those of the phenomenal world, though Buddha had never 

directly spoken of that state owing to its indescribable character. The state, which is not 

capable of being known through ordinary intellect, is indescribable. That is why, 

Buddha observed silence whenever he was asked about the transcendent state. This fact 

indicates that the truth of the transcendental experience cannot be described with the 

apparatus of ordinary intellect and descriptive capability. Moreover, any description 

through language, being Kalpana or imposition, cannot disclose the reality.9 

The object known through language has a secondary reality known as San:zvrtisatyatti. 

The transcendent reality, which we are talking about,_ cannot be expressed through any 

Vikalpa or Kalpana as it possesses paramarthas~ata. 
" 

This theory is known as Madhyamika as it adopts the middle path (madhyama). It does 

not accept the extreme views i.e. absolute reality and absolute unreality of the things. 

To say that an object relatively real means that it is neither absolutely real nor 

absolutely unreal. 10 
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In the present time suffering of mankind is found in a global scale due to violence in 

mind, body and speech. All individuaLbeings have become disintegrated because they 

are suffering from this worldly disease (bhavaroga) due to the absence of right vision· 

. (Samyag d~~ti) of the objects. 

If the nature of an object is known as surzya, an individual may be free from the wrong 

notion of an object. The detachment towards the enjoyable objects is possible for a man 

if he realises that the nature of the known object is relative, conditional and apparent. 

The phenomenon of upe~a, which is accepted as Brahmavihara, is possible if the void 

character of an object is realized. Detachment towards an object gives rise to Upe~a 

where a man can remain indifferent in loss and gain and in different to the ups and 

downs of life. The detachment and Upe~a again are related to the understanding of the 

void character of an object in the sense as mentioned earlier. 

Nagarjuna has highlighted this point with the metaphor of mirage. According to him,.an 

individual who, mistaking a mirage for water and then comes to know that it was not at 

all water is not a fool. In the same way, a man who considers this world as having 

existence just like a mirage and afterwards comes to know its absence is a real knower 

having no infatuation towards the external world. 11 

One who understands Surzyata (voidness) can understand ~~pendent origination 

(pratftyasamutpada). The knower of dependent origination alone can realise four Noble 

Truths, which are the causes of the removal of thirst etc. Due to this an individual can 
! 

know the real Dharma as well as the cause of it and its result leading to the knowledge 

of suffering. ·Those who .know these can kn~w the real nature of happiness and 

suffering, and also know the means of the attainment of happiness ·and removal of 

suffering. 12 

This state is known as right vision (samyagd~~ti). Ignorance of the real nature of an 

object is the main cause of our suffering. Morality is possible only through the change 

of attitude towards the objects of enjoyment. The real or right knowledge of them can 
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generate in us detachment and this in turn renders moral action possible. All other ways 

like right resolve (samyak samkalpa), right speech (samyak viik), right conduct (samyak 

karmiinta), right livelihood (samyag iijlva), right effort (samyag vyiiyiima) right 

attention (samyak srtu:ti) and right concentration (samyak samiidhi) follow from the 

right knowledge of the objects. All other mora.l actior:t lik~ maitr,'f, karw:za and muditii · 

apart from upek:ja are possible due to one's realizing the non-essential or void character 

of sensuous objects. 

If we can uriderstand that- the objects known as pleasant etc; are not really such, and 

relative in nature, we shall not lust for enjoying them. This is the root of the possible 

change of attitude toward them and ·would lead 'one to the path of renunciation. Having 

renounced the world might bring us at the threshold of the transcendental wisdom, only 

then we shall be able to perform moral actions and enjoy the taste of abiding in the 

illimitable (brahmavihiira). Under this circumstance an individual is purged of his 

ignorance, the root of violence, jealously, exploitation etc. and be a model for others in 

society. That Sii11yaviida a relevant point of view· for restoring world-peace by removing 
., 

the cause of violence, exploitation etc. is accepted by Nagarjuna who has said that the 

person knowing Sii11yaviida knows the meaning of all and otherwise, he does not know 

anything ("Prabhavati ca sii11yateyam yasya prabhanti tasya sarvarthiih/Prabhavati na 

tmya kine it na bhavati sii11yatii yasya"). 13 

An object is essenceless (sii[lya) because it is relative. This sense of devoidness is a 

. mathematical concept described as zero as mentioned earlier. The Bauddha Logician 

Nagarjuna has successfully shown another dimension of siirzyata which is used in the 

sense of relativity. If an object is known in terms of other objects, which are technically 

called by them as apoha, then the object known has no essence of its own.· Had it been, 

it would have been known independent of other entities. As it is not possible, it is better 

to take it as void or Sii[lya, which is the property of mathematics. 
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